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“I have been approached to write a book before – about Darfur or 
Somali pirates, books based on my experience as a journalist – but that 
was not the kind of book I wanted to write,” says Jeffrey Gettleman, 
East Africa bureau chief for the New York Times and husband to 
Courtenay Morris, Coordinator for the Bureau of International 
Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs at the U.S. Embassy Nairobi. 
Instead, Gettleman wrote his soon-to-be-published memoir, Love, 
Africa, which chronicles how his early “crazy fascination” with Africa 
became a lifelong ardor that first contended with and then blended 
with his romantic relationship with Morris.   

Winner of a Pulitzer Prize in 2012 for his reporting from Africa, 
Gettleman’s first trip to this continent brought him to Kenya when he 
was only 19 to take part in a community service project. Soon after, he would meet Courtenay Morris while they 
were both undergraduates at Cornell.  The attraction was immediate, but their paths forward did not initially 
coincide.  Both ambitiously pursued their own career objectives – Gettleman as a young reporter paying his dues 
at newspapers around the US and covering every conflict zone on the globe and Morris as a junior lawyer 
pursuing a career as a prosecutor in New York.   

After they married in 2005, they set off for Africa as a team.  
Gettleman was writing for the New York Times, and Morris 
began producing video news reports for the newspaper’s 
website.  Suffice it to say, many adventures, some amusing, 
some perilous, followed as they pursued the stories of this 
continent. 

“This book is a coming of age story, an adventure story, a love 
story,” says Gettleman of his memoir.   The trajectory he 
traces of his life is imbued with insights that many posted 
abroad will recognize from their own experiences 

“It is an accessible story about Africa, about what it is really 
like to live here with all its difficulties and its beauty . . . but to 
still be closely identified as American,” Gettleman affirms. 

“To me, the most special aspect of this book is that it lets the 
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Morris and Gettelman reporting in Somalia soon 
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reader see the man behind the 

journalist,” says Morris of her 

husband’s memoir.  “Many of the 

book's chapters reveal what Jeffrey 

was thinking and feeling when he 

covered certain stories, but that he 

couldn't articulate when writing for 

the newspaper alone.” 

Indeed, Gettleman’s recent career 

has been an unstinting odyssey, 

covering the conflicts, tragedies, and 

historic changes of Africa’s last two 

decades. Over the past five years, he 

has also endeavored to write this 

memoir, giving voice to his personal 

responses to the stories he has witnessed.   

“I never knew that writing a book could be so grueling!” Morris says. “Jeffrey had to really 

soul search during the writing process, and he also made me remember moments in our past 

that were painful or difficult in order to make the story as rich as possible. But we also 

rediscovered lots of great experiences in the process, too. I'm no Vera Nabokov, but I 

certainly helped Jeffrey with editing and framing the story in certain parts.”  

“It took up a ton of family time, and I spent hours by myself writing,” he says, confirming 

Morris’s description of the demanding process that at times conflicted with his other 

consuming role as parent to their two young sons.  There is a palpable sense of relief when he 

speaks of finally releasing the book to the world. 

``I hope the book resonates with people. I hope they enjoy the story, possibly learn from it 

and avoid some of the mistakes I made, and maybe, dare I say it, find a little inspiration in 

what I've shared.” Gettleman says. “It's a big world out there and maybe this book will be that 

little nudge some of us need to seek out more adventure.'' 

Love, Africa has already garnered high praise from notable sources, including Abraham 

Verghese, Sebastian Junger, and Sheryl Sandberg.  The book will be released on May 16 and 

is available for pre-order on Amazon, Barnes and Noble, and other notable bookseller sites.   
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The pair enjoying the unusually safe environs of a European 

museum 


